MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTORS, TRICARE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY

SUBJECT: Updated Guidelines on Protection of Sensitive Information in Electronic Mail

This memorandum updates guidelines in Military Health System Chief Information Officer memorandum "Updated Guidelines on Protection of Sensitive Information in Electronic Mail" of September 19, 2008. Per federal law and Department of Defense (DoD) policy (references attached), all users of the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA)/Health Affairs (HA) network must ensure that sensitive information is protected when transmitted via an e-mail beyond the TMA/HA network. TMA policy requires that any e-mail that contains or has an attachment containing sensitive information and is sent outside the TMA network must be encrypted and digitally signed.

Use of DoD Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) shall always be the primary means to encrypt an e-mail attachment containing sensitive information. If DoD PKI encryption of e-mail attachments is not possible due to business reasons, the attached guidelines provide procedures and products approved for encrypting e-mail attachments containing sensitive information. Products approved for encryption of e-mail attachments are Microsoft Office 2007 or later, WINZIP 11 or later, and Adobe Acrobat 9 or later. It should be noted that DoD PKI is the only approved means to encrypt an e-mail with sensitive information in its text body. All TMA network users are cautioned to review addressees when replying or forwarding an e-mail to determine if it should be encrypted because an addressee is outside the TMA network.

Questions on PKI or these guidelines should be directed to Mr. Daniel Brooks, daniel.brooks@tma.osd.mil, (703) 681-6867, in the Information Assurance Division.

[Signed]

Mary Ann Rockey
Acting Chief Information Officer
Military Health System
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